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Abstract

A network management scripting application consists of a set of distributed and
possibly mobile delegated management scripts [1, 2], as well as other non-script
network management processes, which cooperate with each other to accom-
plish a given network management task. Such applications require debugging
support: �rstly, they are distributed applications, and distributed applications
are notoriously di�cult to debug. More importantly, the network management
and the scripting environment exhibit many peculiar characteristics which ne-
cessitate special debugging support. The overall issue addressed by this paper
is: how can we e�ectively debug distributed and mobile network management
scripting applications?

Race conditions and non-deterministic behavior in scripting applications
make the cyclical debugging technique not directly applicable. Record-replay de-
bugging solves this problem by deterministically \replaying" an execution using
the information gathered in the initial execution. Of the two variations of this
approach, simulation replay and instant replay, we found the former to be more
suitable to our environment because it does not need the full participation and
control of all the processes in the application. Another very powerful tech-
nique, global property-based predicates, allows questions to be asked about the
distributed computations based on local and global states to help understanding
the computations.

One di�cult problem that arises in replay due to a peculiar characteristic
of network management scripting applications is that it is not always possible
to synchronize the replay of the scripts. This happens when a synchronization
is through a non-script process because of which we are unable to observe and
replay it. Possible approaches to this intrinsic problem include simply ignor-
ing the problem by not providing replay synchronization, introducing physical
clocks which is not an easy task by itself, and putting the burden on the user
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by asking the user to specify how the scripts should synchronize in the replay.
Starting to run the debugger after the application has been started is

called attaching the debugger to the application. On-the-y debugger attach-
ment is especially useful for network management applications, which, very
often, consist of many ongoing processes that run for a long time. For such
management applications, starting the record phase from the beginning of the
application would result in too many recorded events which may not be very
useful in the initial phase of the debugging. Also, when we do replay, the
suspected error may happen long after the replay is started. Attachment can
also be useful for monitoring which is very important for continuously running
applications.

Debugging mobile scripts poses even more problems than debugging dis-
tributed management scripts. During the lifetime of a mobile script, it interacts
with many mobile script execution environments at di�erent locations, which
makes the script execution more di�cult to monitor and control, and the ex-
ecution traces more di�cult to track. How to do record-replay in the mobile
script context and how to record-replay a subset of scripting framework agent
nodes of interest are all challenging issues.

In the paper we have also presented a simple integrated simulation-replay
debugger and explained its usage. Currently we are trying to synthesize vari-
ous debugging approaches and techniques in order to arrive at a comprehensive
solution. A prototypical debugger design has started which binds our results
to SHAMAN [3], a spreadsheet-based integrated scripting framework for SNMP.
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